HOW TO MAKE A GRAPFEE

1. Cut out the Grapflee body shape from the paper.
2. Fold the paper along the dotted lines.
3. Stick the two paper parts together at the edges.
4. Stuff the Grapflee with cotton or any other filling material.
5. Decorate the Grapflee with markers or paint.
6. Your Grapflee is now ready to play with!

How it works:

- The Grapflee moves when you pull its tail.
- The cotton filling makes it soft and fun to touch.
- The paper is durable and easy to clean.

Enjoy your Grapflee and have fun with it!
How to Make a Parrot

1. Gather materials: parrot, bird food, and a branch.
2. Cut the branch to fit the parrot's beak.
3. Place the branch on a flat surface.
4. Add bird food to the branch.
5. Place the parrot on the branch.
6. Observe the parrot eating the bird food.
HOW TO MAKE AN ELEPHANT

1. Fold the paper in half.
2. Fold the paper in half again.
3. Crease the paper at the folds.
4. Unfold the paper and crease along the folds.
5. Fold the paper into a triangle.
6. Crease the paper along the folds.
7. Fold the paper into a square.
8. Crease the paper along the folds.
9. Fold the paper into a diamond.
10. Crease the paper along the folds.

To assemble the elephant:

11. Fold the paper in half.
12. Crease the paper along the folds.
13. Fold the paper into a square.
14. Crease the paper along the folds.
15. Fold the paper into a diamond.
16. Crease the paper along the folds.

Assemble the elephant by following the diagrams.